
Rolling average poll

Poll cut
The effect of National's tax policy announcement is partially 
reflected in the Digipoll and not at all in the NBR one, but 
even so they give a snapshot of the mountain National was 
asking that policy to scale. 

More policy confusion, this time over native forest logging, 
with Dr Brash seemingly over-riding not only his spokesman 
but also his caucus’s settled policy - even though it had not 
been to the board for final approval - is not going to help. And 
that on a   day when Prime Minister Helen Clark was 
campaigning with another sure bet coalition partner, Jim 
Anderton ...

 The numbers for the ‘threshold parties’ are:

 Labour                 43.35                  

National               37.30                  

NZ First                6.8             

 Greens                5.8

A centre-left Government is under starter's orders.

It is extraordinary that so many commentators are mithering 
on about a mood for change and a neck and neck race. 
Although National has hoovered up most of the centre-right 
vote, the LPG grouping has virtually the same support as it 
had in the outgoing Parliament.

There is still little sign of any major move among the 
minnows, and the mood must be getting very dire at ACT 
headquarters – and it is hard to see how Donna Awatere-
Huata’s conviction will make things better.

The holes have been found in National’s campaign. Apart 
from policy issues, it has played expectations poorly - it 
should have been openly playing down Dr Brash’s chances in 
the TV debates so that viewers scored a pleasant surprise  at a 
competent performance. Scheduling has caused missed 
appearances and there doesn’t seem to be any answer to 
questions about where a majority coalition will come from. 
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M&F Weekend update

The Pre-Election Fiscal Update gave 

Labour headroom and allowed it to 
re-sell Working For Families as a tax 

cut.

We have long felt that there was room in the Crown 
accounts to increase borrowing (and hence spending or 
tax reductions) so that gross debt kept pace with the 
growing economy, rather than continually cutting debt 
below what was already a prudent level as Dr Cullen has 
insisted on doing. And we have given him stick for it.

If National had stuck to that formula with its tax cuts we 
would have been right behind it. But unfortunately for John 
Key, with Labour’s transport largesse, tax relief package, 
and extra spending on health and student loans the good 
doctor has finally come around to that setting. Nominal 
debt and borrowing are set to increase, but the ratio of 
debt to GDP will, on Treasury forecasts, remain roughly 
constant.

Debt as a proportion of GDP is now projected to stay on a 
plateau at around 20 per cent, which is lower than we 
think necessary. However, if it is to rise and then plateau 
at, say, 25 per cent, then any increased spending or tax 
cuts has to be finite.

Since National will adopt most of Labour's spending 
commitments, in the short term, and is adding something 
like $3 billion more in tax cuts (i.e. lost revenue) on top of 
that, the debt profile is even more worrying. Sure, debt 
only rises to 22 percent of GDP or thereabouts in the 
forecast period, but extrapolate that out – and add in extra 
compounding debt servicing - and it is not clear to us that 
there is a new plateau to reach without significant service 
cuts.

Neither big party has convinced us that its enthusiasm for 
election promises has set it on a sustainable fiscal track, 
but in National's case that applies with bells on. That can 
only mean higher interest rates than would otherwise be 
the case, along with the suspicion of increased policy 
volatility as the government tries to find a new balance.

Oddly enough, we find ourselves in broad agreement with 
economist Gareth Morgan in this case. We will be seeking 
counselling.
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One News Executive Producer Mel 

Jones was shown the door suddenly 
last week, apparently carrying the can 

for not changing the bulletin fast 
enough to respond to TV3’s inroads in 

urban markets.

Employment lawyers we spoke to said Ms Jones should 
sue, if the dismissal was immediate, there was no 
explanation, she had been through performance reviews 
without any sackable offences being raised, and she had 
recently been given a fat pay rise (as we have been told). 
Reinstatement is the primary remedy. Time is of the 
essence; delays by Jones will weaken her case.

If TVNZ really don’t want her back, they’ll need to offer 
her a lot of money, fast. 

If TVNZ does have to pay out a large settlement, the 
‘Hawkesby’ precedent will require someone’s head. On a 
platter.

Meanwhile, though some TVNZ decisions have been 
vindicated - the axing of Paul Holmes, for example, One 
News is losing market share. The decision to remove 
Richard Long hasn’t been rewarded. TVNZ is not getting 
value for Judy Bailey’s $800,00 salary. The Close-up 
programme has rated okay, but there must be on-going 
thoughts of appointing Mark Sainsbury to front it – perhaps 
after the election is out of the way. 

Media tattles Latest news from the NZ Herald says that Bay of Plenty 
reporter Rosaleen MacBrayne is the latest to put her hand 
up for voluntary redundancy after 25 years.

We hear interviews are under way for a new business 
editor, a Canadian business reporter has been hired, and 
plans to hire a new general reporter have been put on 
hold. Only seemly when three are being laid off. 

Feature writer Keri Welham (The Press) and reporter Dave 
Courtenay (Sunday Star-Times, and formerly The Press) are 
off on their OE. Together.

We were intrigued about who could possibly have 
authored an amendment to Russell Brown’s Listener 
column last week, which asked, “Given Holmes's demise, 
does Alison Mau regret leaving the TVNZ mothership, 
especially as husband Simon Dallow is being talked about 
to replace Judy Bailey? And how secure is the future of 
Metro after the resignation of editor Nicola Legat?” In his 
weblog, Russell Brown reports he didn’t write this. Which 
begs the question, who did write it? It couldn’t possibly 
have been done at the behest of the Metro-resenting 
publisher. Could it? 
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Lines companies expect further 

relaxtion of laws restricting their 
investment in energy generation

Lines company industry body, the Electricity Networks 
Association surveyed party policies in its latest newsletter 
and believes parties feel relaxed on the issue.

In a week when the Commerce Commission intervened 
heavily with price controls on two lines companies, there 
is not much chance of political relief from regulatory 
oversight.

But laws preventing lines companies from getting deeply 
involved in generating  - and only at arms’ length -- are 
expected to be slowly lifted.

Labour is seen as ‘pragmatic’ about the current regime 
while the publicly-owned SOEs are investing  in 
renewables and the Electricity Commission is seen as a 
back-up central planner. National, it’s thought, would 
favour allowing more investment by lines company (that 
would be a change in position from its last term in office). 
Of the potential big coalition partners, NZ First is relaxed 
about lines company involvement in generating, and ‘the 
Greens seem prepared to countenance lines companies re-
entering generation, provided it’s in the form of renewable 
energy or some form of co-gneration and that it’s sold only 
on the wholesale market.

Exports down, Imports up. UPDATED 

REPORT
July merchandise trade figures give more cause for concern 
about our already-stretched trading accounts with the rest 
of the world.

July exports of merchandise goods were down 1.4 percent 
on last July to $2,431 million, a whopping $617 million 
less than imports of $3,047 million - up 6.9 percent on 
July last year, according to Statistics NZ.

The trade deficit of $617 million is the largest ever. While 
it’s normal for imports to run ahead ahead of exports at this 
time of year, the July deficit of $617 million compared to a 
deficit of $384 million last year.

Exports US, Japan and China all fell.

Industrial action ruled out as likely 

cause
Most M&F Weekend Update readers who subscribed 
through our website didn’t receive their edition last week. 
Still, you can always get a refund.
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UPGRADE TO READ THE EDITION INSIDERS ARE 
READING - WHEN THEY’RE READING IT
INSIGHT, IN CASE YOU NEED IT

The Governor’s Edition of Molesworth & Featherston has fresh background every 
week, including the week’s news agenda, reports of  Cabinet decisions, the full report 
on our exclusive rolling average poll of polls and all our insight and analysis.

Bulk subscriptions are available with heavy discounts for organisations to send one to 
every decision-makers’ in-box. 

Just email us for details or secure an individual subscription online with your credit 
card here.

Thinking it over? Email us for a free trial subscription. It’s easy, there is no obligation 
and we won’t ask for your credit card first.
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